QUESTIONS

A) Summary of the Event
   What happened: by whom, to whom, when, for how long, and where?

B) The Background
   What political, economic, social, and/or geographic factors led up to the genocide?

C) Perpetrators
   What group (or groups) of people was responsible for this genocide? What were their motives?

D) Victims
   What group (or groups) of people was targeted by the violence? What survival tactics did they attempt? What was the ultimate death toll?
E) Children
What was the fate of children? Were children forced to perform violent acts? Were children the focus of violence? How many children died? How many were injured? How many children were left orphans? Which principles of the “Declaration of the Rights of the Child, 1959” were violated?

F) World Response
How did other countries and the United Nations respond to the mass killing? Based on your research, do you think this genocide could have been prevented?

G) Aftermath
How has this genocide continued to affect both the perpetrators and victims and their families? What is the general situation in this country or region today?